
CHAPTER EIGHT: RESET WITH MEDITATION 
 
For many of us, meditation becomes one of those things that we feel we should be doing. As if, in addition to crafting meaningful 

contributions to the world and raising our kids or fur babies, we also need to be getting up at 5:00 am and heading to a tree house for 
sunrise yoga with green tea and our morning sit. First, that is not the only way to meditate; second, you can totally do this, even if you 
have tried before and felt like you failed. 

There is no failure in meditation. It is simply a detox for your nervous system. So, I want to invite you to let go of your previous 
experiences and be willing to play around here. I know we can find a practice that is just right for you. 

 
Defining Meditation: It Is Not What You Think It Is 

One of the things that most surprises my clients is the discovery that when we are going through a growth spurt, the centering 
practices that we have relied on in the past often stop working. Far from being a bad thing, this is in fact evidence that you are evolving! 
It can feel kind of cruel though, to be going through a stretching time at work or in your personal life and to reach for that thing that 
has always made you feel better: maybe you journal, or light candles, or say a prayer in the shower, only to discover that it doesn’t 
really seem to be helping you the way it used to. 

Our spiritual practices are dynamic. They change over time as our needs change and as we move through different life phases. So 
please let them. And trust that you can find one or more practices in this chapter that are a good fit for you in this season of life. When 
it is time to let that go and try something else, you will know. 

But there is a commitment worth making here. I spent years doing lots of meditation-like things whenever I felt like it. It was only 
five years ago, when I heard an interview with author and meditation teacher Sarah McClean in which they talked about the difference 
between life before and after a regular practice, that I decided to commit to daily meditation. (See Soul Centered: Transform Your Life 
in 8 Weeks with Meditation by Sarah McLean.) Honestly, I had spent years feeling like an overly-sensitive heart balloon, battered this 
way and that by the strong winds that were blowing in my life. Meditation helps me quell my nerves and feel more resourced from 
within. Think of it not as something you do so much as something you drink, a nourishing tonic for your nervous system. 

My simplest description of meditation is probably not what you expect: no crossed legs required. Meditation is literally anything 
that helps you “go receptive.” That is right. Any practice that helps you peel those little control-loving fingers off of your life and open 
back up to the fuller picture. Any practice that helps you remember you are not the one calling all the shots. Any practice that lets you 
drink in support: whether that support comes from tapping into God/Source, from the reminder that your breath is gorgeously moving 
(without you even having to do anything) or from the feeling of the ground beneath your feet or the nature outside your window. It 
could be a formal sit or it could be starting the day with your morning coffee outside, listening to the birds. My point is that you have 
choices here. 

 
Why Meditate? Shilyh’s Story 

The best way for me to explain the benefits of meditation is to tell you about one of my meditation students. Shilyh is a film 
professor and the mother of two boys. Before starting her regular meditation practice, she felt like she couldn’t quite keep up, even 
with herself. She says she was always operating at a high frequency: fast and sharp. And she felt that intensity especially in her family 
life, where she didn’t have the bandwidth to enjoy and be present to the people around her. Her life had become an experience of 
giving too much at work and feeling that she was going too fast all the time.  

Her husband saw a flyer about an eight-week meditation series that I was teaching and suggested it to her. Looking back on that 
interaction now, Shilyh says she can really feel the compassion that motivated her husband, how he saw her struggling and thought 
that meditation might bring the relief that she wanted but didn’t know how to find by herself.  

When she started meditating in the class she could feel the effects right away. It gave her a sense that another frequency was 
possible, that this “lower gear” was available to her. “I had it within me,” she explains. “It was right here, I just forget to access it.” 
Meditation opened the pathway for her to find that resource within herself.  

Reflecting on the experience now, a few years later, Shilyh is really clear that the benefits of meditation are twofold. Not only does 
connecting to that slower speed during her ten-minute daily practice bring relief; another benefit is simply knowing that there is 
something she can offer herself when she starts to feel overwhelmed that she is confident will help change her mood or pace. 

In addition to the regular meditation habit, Shilyh enjoys other quick practices or mini- meditations throughout the day, especially 
“five-two-seven” breathing. (To do this you inhale to a count of five, retain the breath for two and exhale for a count of seven. Long, 
slow exhales soothe the nervous system.) She finds herself claiming moments she might previously have missed, like waiting in the 
carpool line, to turn off the radio and instead practice a few moments of breathing.  



In addition, Shilyh has also found herself using meditation as a resource for her family, like when her oldest son was going through 
a hard summer and was struggling to fall asleep. They did a guided meditation every night at bedtime for two months, which helped 
him relearn ways to relax and prepare for rest at the end of the day. Shilyh loves sharing breathing techniques and other tools with 
friends when they are struggling. “We all struggle!” Shilyh explains, “But with meditation, I feel like I’ve shifted out of a state where 
my thinking was controlling me and instead I am empowered to relate to my thoughts and internal frequency in a new way.” 

 
Dealing With Thoughts During Meditation 

Meditation is an opportunity to be with yourself without feeling the need to change anything (which ironically opens the door for 
many things to change). There is a wealth of information about meditation in popular media and online and it can feel kind of 
overwhelming. 

The practice itself is really quite simple. For most of us, it involves sitting in a comfortable way that allows your back to be elongated 
(either cross-legged or in a firm chair) and committing to either placing your attention on your breath or on a mantra for a set amount 
of time. I recommend eight to twenty minutes. It takes approximately five minutes for the mind to settle, so if you only do a five-
minute practice you are doing the hardest part over and over without getting as much in return. 

I prefer a breath practice but sometimes I use the mantra “maranatha,” an ancient Christian prayer word. (For more on Christian 
meditation visit the World Community for Christian Meditation at www.wccm.org.) Another beautiful mantra option is the Sanskrit 
phrase “ham sah.” Repeat “ham” (pronounced like “hum”) on the inhale and “sah” on the exhale. You don’t focus on the meaning of a 
mantra so much as its sound, as you silently repeat it in your head. 

That’s it. Simple. But not necessarily easy. Why? Well, as you sit, what happens? Your mind presents an endless series of thoughts. 
This is one of the saddest statements I hear as a teacher: “I tried meditation and I can’t do it because I can’t get my mind to stop 
thinking.” 

Please read carefully: The goal of meditation is not to get your mind to stop thinking. If that is your standard of success, 
you will inevitably fail and drive yourself batty in the process. It doesn’t even work to track your progress by measuring how many 
times your mind drifts away from your breath or mantra. For example, I used to think “If today, I had ten thoughts (or more likely a 
hundred) before the bell chimes, then tomorrow I will aim to have only four or five.” Achievement-based thinking really does not serve 
us here. 

The thoughts truly don’t matter. In fact, they are one of the ways your body releases stress. Interestingly, the nature of the thoughts 
does not necessarily track with the nature of the stress you are releasing. For example, you might be caught in an endless loop thinking 
about a work conflict but the stress you are releasing actually has a different source, like a fight with your partner. (More on this below 
when we explore Meditation Style Two: Dissolving Pernicious Thoughts.) 

However, if you find yourself experiencing a strong sensation in your body during meditation, which sometimes happens, that 
likely does correspond to the part of the body where you have been holding the stress. Our tissues take advantage of the restorative 
time of meditation to release what has accumulated in them. 

 
Three Flavors of Meditation: Choose Yours 

If thoughts don’t matter in meditation, what does? How kind you are to yourself and your willingness to begin again. We are 
building an attention muscle. And the mind is like a puppy. It will wander where it wants to go. It is in the very nature of the mind to 
generate thoughts. One of my favorite ways to approach this experience comes from Deepak Chopra, who says that when you notice a 
thought, don’t get too worked up about it, simply call out, “Next!” That alone could keep us pretty busy – we think up to 50,000 
thoughts a day (maybe more!). So please don’t be mean to the puppy. Don’t shame or smack it – honestly, it does not help. Remember 
the first rule of meditation and enjoy yourself. Treat these practices as an experiment and be willing to explore what happens. 

Now, for many of my clients and meditation students, starting with silent meditation totally freaks them out and demoralizes 
them. Listening to your mind go crazy and feeling unable to do anything about it can indeed be very stressful, especially if your inner 
critic is on the prowl or your inner taskmaster insists on pointing out how very much you have left to do today. Instead, I have found 
that a walking practice is a powerful place to start. Moving our body while we meditate releases some of the surplus stress energy that 
we hold inside. 

I offer three meditation styles from which to choose below. While these options work well in the order that I’ve outlined, feel free 
to choose what feels best for you; in fact, I encourage it! If this meditation chapter is overwhelming, settle on one practice that sounds 
appealing and really engage with it, trusting that you can get what you need. At the same time, do commit to a specific amount of 
time and try it out (daily for a week per practice is a great place to start), because reading about meditation is not the same thing as 
meditating. Notice how you feel not just during the practice but through the rest of your day. Meditation will reveal its benefits in 
every part of your life. 

If you run into challenges, which is to be expected, I’ve included some information about common roadblocks and tips for “keeping 
it real,” related to meditating with kids, pets and uncomfortable work garments. Make sure that you read those suggestions at the end 
of the chapter. 



I find that guided meditations are a wonderful place to start, so I have included a powerful “Dissolve Your Stress Meditation” in 
the Flourish Formula Kit, which you can access at www.courtneypinkerton.com/flourishkit. 

If you’re able to identify one specific place where you practice, it will help you make meditation a habit. For me, it’s in my home 
studio/office on a yoga mat with a cozy lambskin over it, plus a cushion to sit on. When I travel, I have to get creative. On a recent trip 
to attend a book marketing training, I rolled out both hotel room towels on the bathroom floor and grabbed the pillow off the bed. The 
best meditation is the one that you do. 

 
PRACTICE: Meditation Style One - Walking Meditation 

To avoid the most common frustration that I hear in my meditation class and elsewhere, let’s skip the sit all together for this first 
option, shall we? No need to wrestle with your mind. Just go for a walk and try this delightfully easy practice from Thích Nhất Hạnh, the 
master of mindfulness and all things good: “Oui and Merci.” Say “yes” and “thank you” to life. 

 
How to Do It: 

Choose a safe place where you can walk at a slow to moderate pace, uninterrupted. You might follow a trail in a city park, wander 
in your yard, walk circles in an empty conference room or even pace a hallway.  If you are in a confined space, you only need about ten 
feet to walk, after which you can gently turn and walk in the opposite direction. Taking off your shoes when you are inside also feels 
good. 

While slowly walking, inhale and internally repeat “oui…oui…oui”; on the exhale, say “merci….merci…..merci.” Match your 
repetitions and accompanying steps to the length of your inhale and exhale. For example, you might say “oui…oui…oui” (three steps) 
and “merci… merci… merci… merci…” (four steps) if, like me, your exhale is longer than your inhale. 

But wait, doesn’t it have to be harder than this? Um, no. It turns out that treating this meditation project as play is so much more 
likely to open the space for you to grow into a new routine. If you need a metric to keep an eye on, rather than noticing how many 
thoughts you have, try observing how much kinder you are to yourself. 

How kind are you when you miss a day of meditation or aren’t able to do your practice at the appointed time? How do you treat 
yourself when you find you are distracted and in need of redirection to the mantra and the footstep? Might you be even kinder to 
yourself next time? Kindness is the secret ingredient of inner growth. 

 
PRACTICE: Meditation Style Two - Dissolving Pernicious Thoughts 

When you notice you are having a thought in meditation, it is actually a really important moment: by gently redirecting your 
attention back to your breath, you are rewiring your brain to be more resilient and stress-hardy. This is the part of meditation that 
visibly changes your brain matter on an MRI scan. It is a vital and necessary part of the practice! You can’t do it wrong. In meditation, 
spontaneous thoughts are one way that the body releases stress; and, as we learned earlier, the content of the thought does not 
necessarily relate to the stress that is being discharged. 

 
How to Do It: 

This is a simple breath-based meditation, with a twist. To begin, set the timer on your phone. Eight to twenty minutes is what I 
recommend. If sitting cross-legged is uncomfortable, you can sit in a firm chair. However, try to allow your back to elongate and your 
chin to be gently tucked. If you are tired and you don’t want to sit up, you can lay flat in a corpse pose on a yoga mat. In general, we 
are looking for a sweet spot in your posture that will make you both relaxed and alert. 

Begin by simply observing what is already happening in your body. Notice which places feel comfortable (perhaps your belly feels 
soft or your feet feel nice and grounded) and which parts of the body feel uncomfortable (maybe you have some tension in your neck 
or shoulders or a tightness in your head). Notice your breath, which is alive and moving within you without your having to do anything. 
Gently allow the top eyelids to rest on the bottom. There is no need to squeeze them shut. 

So often, we are lost in the past or we are jumping forward towards the future. Give yourself a couple of breaths to enjoy the 
movement of your inhale and exhale. If you find yourself immediately distracted by lots of thoughts, it can help to bring your awareness 
down to your belly. You can even put your hand there and, as you breathe, tune in to the rise and fall of your belly. Conversely, if you 
are really sleepy or sluggish, you can bring your attention on the tip of your nose and notice the change in the temperature of your 
inhale and your exhale, the coolness and the warmth. 

As you observe your breath, at some point there will be a thought that presents itself. This is natural and normal. There is no need 
to chastise or berate the puppy mind. Just bring your attention back to that point in the body where you feel your breath the strongest. 

Again, a thought emerges. It could be related to your job or another dimension of your life or a question: “Is it working? I don’t 
think it is working!” It could be a thought even as benign as, “It is really quiet in here.” Remember: As soon as you recognize that you 
are having a thought, you’ve already become more aware! 

Now, with utter gentleness, invite your attention back to the breath, knowing that in that simple movement, you are actually 
rewiring your brain. If you had access to an MRI scan of your brain, over time you would be able to actually see the changes! (Evidence 
shows that eight weeks of practicing a half-hour of meditation per day produces significant changes in brain matter; but it’s likely that 



benefits occur even after shorter meditation sessions and in shorter amounts of time.) So don’t worry about the thoughts. Treat them 
as an opportunity to practice. 

In fact, it can be fun to identify which thoughts emerge most often for you. When you think about it there are only so many ways 
we can be pulled out of the present moment. Do you thoughts tend to take you to the past, to memories? Or do your thoughts pull you 
forward toward tasks not yet done? Or perhaps your thoughts are more likely to be in the realm of fantasy, causing you to check out 
or get lost in your imagination. If it helps you let go of the thought, you can even name it. “Ok, now I’m planning things,” or “That is 
just a fantasy.” Then let it go. 

Enjoy your conscious breathing for the duration of your meditation. In fact, the breath is a resource for you in every given moment. 
You can reconnect to it any time you feel lost, afraid, angry or rushed. When the timer chimes, bring your awareness up from inside 
yourself to the back of your face, the back of your eyes and, with a downward gaze, gently open your eyes. 

What about you? What are some of your recurrent painful thoughts? Often, mine have to do with work: “I’ll never be able to 
complete this book on time.” “What if no one comes to my retreat?” Or the shoulds. “My husband should be paying more attention to 
me, even though his friend is in town.” “My kids should shout less and talk more.” 

What if you didn’t believe the thoughts that popped into your head, at least not all the time? What kind of space could that open 
in your daily life? For here is the really empowering bit: by building our attention muscle in meditation, we become better able to notice 
painful or distracting thoughts as they emerge in our daily lives and to find our distance from them. 

 
PRACTICE: Meditation Style Three - Loving Kindness or Metta Practice 

Talk of self-love always freaks me out. It sounds cheesy. I understand intellectually that it’s a good thing but can’t easily find a 
doorway into self-love as a lived practice that feels authentic and not forced. 

One thing I can appreciate is the need to stand with myself, even when I’m struggling. Perhaps you, too, have noticed that those 
inner critic voices get louder when you are growing or changing? When you find yourself marching in lock step with your inner critic, 
this is a cue for you to slow down and offer yourself some kindness. 

For this purpose, I love the metta, or loving kindness meditation practice, which comes to us from the Buddhist tradition. It has 
an awkward sound to it because we don’t have an exact translation for the sentiment of metta into English. “Love” doesn’t quite cut it 
– it is too multivalent. So loving kindness is a kind of made-up phrase to capture a positive sensation that we experience in the body. 

Metta meditation is a much better-known cousin of the mudita practice we explored in Chapter Five. Whereas mudita is all about 
cultivating joy on behalf of others successes, a metta practice cultivates the awareness that we all desire the same basic things: safety, 
happiness, health, and ease in everyday life, especially in our work/earning and family relationships. They are similar but distinct; 
they represent two of the four Brahma Viharas or “Noble Attitudes” we can cultivate in our relationships. (The other two are 
compassion and equanimity.) 

Historically, a metta meditation starts with offering a set of blessings to yourself, which you then extend out to others: first a friend 
or benefactor, then a “neutral” person – say, your UPS delivery person – and ultimately (if you are feeling brave), to someone who 
irritates you or has hurt you in the past. Finally, we extend the blessings to the whole world. 

Increasingly, some meditation teachers in the West flip it and invite you first to call to mind a friend or someone you love and offer 
the blessings to them. Then once your heart is warmed up, you can offer the kindness to yourself. This is because some of us have such 
a hard time generating the feeling of loving kindness for ourselves. (Apparently, I’m not alone.) 

This inability to authentically offer ourselves kindness is a serious problem and a major roadblock to being happy and present. 
Because if we only stand with ourselves when we think that we “did a good job” or “got it right,” then our love is quite fickle. In the 
end, we spend a lot of time trying to earn that external approval because we can’t depend on ourselves to offer it. 

 
How to Do It: 

There are four traditional phrases used in a metta meditation: “May you be safe,” “May you be happy,” “May you be healthy” and 
“May you live with ease.” (This final one refers to the things of everyday life such as earning an income and family interactions. May it 
go well, may it not be a struggle.) First, call to mind a friend. Imagine that you could offer the phrases to her in the way that you would 
offer well wishes at a birthday party. May you have a great year! After a few rounds of the blessings, turn to offer them to yourself “May 
I be safe, happy, healthy and live with ease.” 

Then grow the field of loving kindness by offering it out in concentric circles. After yourself, next offer the blessings to a benefactor 
(someone who has been a mentor to you, or opened the way), a neutral person (someone whose name you might not even know but 
whom you encounter frequently, like the barista at a favorite coffee shop; I like to offer it to my mailman, who I think might be 
depressed); then, if you are feeling brave, offer the loving kindness to a difficult person. You don’t need to jump in the deep end here 
and offer it to the person who has hurt you most egregiously. It could just be someone who annoys you. If this last step proves difficult, 
you can also imagine yourself next to the difficult person as if you are offering the blessings to both of you at the same time. 

Finally, offer your blessings to the whole world. I like to start by thinking of all of those who are meditating right now, imagining 
them as little lights sprinkled around the globe. Remember that some of them are offering loving kindness back to you in this very 
moment! Then continue to stretch your kindness to offer the four phrases to pairs of opposites, for example to those who are being 
born right now, to those who are dying, to those who are working and those who are sleeping, to women and to men and on and on. 



As you offer these blessing out to the whole world, the metta or loving kindness, like the rain, also falls on you. You don’t have to 
do all of the categories every day. Just start small and grow it. 

 
Choose Your Commitment 

Meditation reconnects you to your sense of choice and freedom in each moment: freedom to enjoy your life, freedom to be with 
what is here, freedom to begin again. Engage your sense of choice as you design your practice this week. Take a moment right now, a 
few breaths, close your eyes and feel into your body. What is the right commitment for you? Could you start with a walking meditation 
for 10 minutes every day? Try the sitting practice in week two and metta in week three; or make up your own order! You can also 
experiment with different times of day and locations to see what works best for you. Once you find a good fit, invest in it. That will 
make meditation easier and build a habit. 

For bonus points, share your commitment with a friend or leave a comment on my Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/CourtneyPinkertonCoach/. I would love to read it! You could even post that you are looking to find a 
meditation buddy to move through the experience together. What you share may just be the inspiration someone else needs to hear. 
Consider sharing it on social media (and don’t forget to add the hashtag #flourishformula). Social accountability is a powerful 
motivator that can help you follow through. 

Now that you are ready to get started, I’ve also included a few tips for “keeping it real,” which are about meditating with kids, pets, 
and uncomfortable work garments. 

 
Keeping it Real: Meditating with Kids 

This morning, I woke up early - evidence of the extra cortisol in my system as my book deadline approaches. I put on the kettle 
and move my laundry while waiting for it to warm. The kitty starts meowing incessantly, awaiting the arrival of my youngest, her 
favorite playmate, in the living room. And the race begins. If I don’t get my clothes in the dryer and another load in the washer and 
make my lemon water and disappear behind my studio door before one of my kids awakes, I am so much more likely to be interrupted 
while meditating. 

They get down on their bellies and call through the vent at the bottom of the studio door: “Mom, I want to play music on the 
speaker, can you disconnect your iPhone?” Or “Where is your iPad? I want to play ‘Shine like a Rainbow’ for my pop star teddy bear 
to dance to!” You can see that music (and all kinds of making noise, really) feature prominently in their custom Flourish Formulas. In 
other words, my meditation works best when my children think I’m still in bed. It really works best when they are still in bed or after 
I’ve dropped them off at school and the house is quiet. Though they know to respect my meditation practice, they are kids and they 
forget about a third of the time. Plus, I prefer quiet to noise; though, when it is noisy, I do my best to make space for it and just meditate 
anyway. I have found that locking the studio door and putting in those orange foam earplugs helps. 

 
Keeping it Real: Meditating in Tight Pants 

I work from home as a life coach (connecting with my clients over the phone and online). This means that unless I’ve got a speaking 
or teaching gig or I am leading a retreat, I live almost exclusively in yoga pants. This is a good fit for me because I am one of those 
hyper-sensitive-to-tight-seams kinds of people. However, most of the women I work with have more varied human interactions, 
requiring different wardrobes. There is nothing I love more than helping them find ways to resource themselves with meditation, even 
in a busy schedule and a less-than-ideal outfit. 

So let’s talk about clothes. Meditating in professional wear is simply not that comfortable. You have a couple of choices. You can 
meditate in the early morning in your jammies. This is a time-tested practice, sometimes called RPM, as in Rise, Pee, Meditate. You 
can do it upon waking or you can meditate in that hinge point before you start your work day. This is my favorite time. If you are 
already in your snazzy outfit – maybe even at work – skip the cross-legged moves and sit upright in a chair, both feet on the ground. 
Taking off your shoes at work can feel subversive and delicious. I highly recommend it. A lock on your office door is also extremely 
helpful. 

You can also try a walking meditation at lunch – somewhere green if you can get out but even a ten-foot path in your office can 
give you enough room. (See the description of walking meditation above for more details.) Do it before you eat (better to meditate on 
an empty stomach than a full one). Or better yet, can you change into yoga pants for your lunch hour? You might feel silly at first but 
if it helps you feel fresh, open and in a good mood for your afternoon, isn’t it worth it? 

Again, sneaking in the self-care is part of how we keep you resourced for the big changes that you are cooking up in our world. 
One final option is to wait until after work, change into something fabulous and comfy and sit before you do anything else. This is the 
happy hour meditation and is a powerful way to transition home and feel present for the remainder of your day. 

I don’t recommend meditating any later than 5:00 or 6:00 pm because it is mildly stimulating. If you are looking for an evening 
practice, I recommend tapping (see Chapter Seven – my favorite time is in the shower at the end of a busy day) or a gratitude list. 

 
Keeping it Real: Meditating with Pets 



Our lovely marble tabby Beatrix is a fickle meditation partner. Some days, she will politely snuggle next to my feet on the yoga 
mat, while gently purring. Opening my eyes to see her there enjoying the sun shining through my studio window can be a real treat. 
Other days she can be loud and insistently meowing. Similarly, dogs can be a beautiful reminder of how to breathe deeply and relax. 
But they can also require a lot of attention. 

When you are just getting started, it is wonderful if you can gift yourself a pet-free environment to meditate. It is simply one less 
sound or pull on your attention. However, I also have had clients like Shannon, for whom meditating with her kitty in her lap is a 
favorite moment of the day. If you want to try to meditate with your pet, simply commit to the same basic meditation – breath or 
mantra – and use the sounds or snuffles of your pet as an invitation to gently redirect your attention back to your practice. If that 
proves too difficult, then try again in another location (or put your pet in another location) next time. 

Meditation is subversive in a culture where we are expected to give, to take care, to produce and to respond in almost every moment 
of our lives. This simple act of creating a pleasing, low-distraction environment for yourself to sit for eight to twenty minutes at a time 
is a powerful first step in this important work of slowing down and orienting around your own truest priorities. 

Ready to get started? First tune into what you are hoping to receive from your practice: maybe you want to feel more present or 
make it through a stressful time in your life. Make your commitment out of an awareness of this desire, choose one practice with which 
to start and mark it on your calendar. As the five-year host of the Summer of Meditation Challenge, I have taught over five hundred 
people how to step over those final roadblocks in order to create life-giving meditation practices and I know that you can do this too!  


